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Abstract 

 

This Review Paper introducing the modeling of Brushed DC motor and different PID control techniques. A brushed DC motor is 

commutated an internally which is electric motor designed to be run by a direct current power supply. A Brushed motors were 

the first commercially important application for convert electric power to driving mechanical loads, and DC power distribution 

systems were used for more than 100 years to operate motors in commercial and industrial Applications. A conventional brushed 

DC Motor consist basically two parts,first one is the stationary body of the motor called the Stator and the other one is  inner part 

which rotates producing the movement called the Rotor or“ Armature” for DC motors. For the motion control of DC motor in 

almost applications, PID controller is used. The PID controllers have a long history in control engineering and they have been 

proven to be robust, simple and stable for many real world applications. Roughly, P action is related to the present error, I action 

is based on the past history of error, and D action is related to the future behavior of the error. From estimation point of view P, 

D, and I correspond to filtering, smoothing and prediction problems respectively.This control mode is combination of the 

Proportional, the Integral, and the Derivative mode. This is most powerful but complex controller mode. It provides accurate and 

stable control of the three controller mode. It is recommended in system where the load changes frequently.  The Three-term , 

PID controllers are probably the most widely used industrial controller. An Even complex industrial control systems may 

comprises a control network whose main control building block is a PID control module. The three-term PID controller has had a 

long history of use and has survived the changes of technology from the analogue era in to the digital computer control system 

age quite satisfactorily. It was the first controller to be mass produced for the high- range volume market that existed in the 

process industries.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Brushed DC motors are an important machine in the most control systems such as electrical systems in trains, vehicles, homes, 

and process control system. It is well known that the mathematical model is very crucial in a control system design. For DC 

motor, there are many models which represent the machine behavior with a good accuracy. Although, the parameters of the 

model are also very important because the mathematical model can’t provide a correct behavior without correct parameters in of 

the model. A brushed DC motor is internally commutated electric motors designed to be run from a direct current power source. 

Brushed motors were the first commercially important application of electric power to driving mechanical loads, and DC 

distribution systems were used for few eras to operate motors in commercial and industrial buildings.  

PID control mode is combination of the Proportional, the Integral, and the Derivative mode. This is most powerful but complex 

controller mode. It provides accurate and stable control of the three controller mode. It is recommended in system where the load 

changes frequently. Three-term, PID controllers are most widely used industrial controller. In advance complex industrial control 

system may comprise a control network whose main control building block is a PID control module. The three-term PID 

controller has had a long history of use and has survived the changes of technology from the analogue era in to the digital 

computer control system age quite satisfactorily. It was the first controller to be mass produced for the high-volume in market 

that existed in the process industries. The PID control remains an important control tools due to three reasons: past record of 

success, simplicity in use and, wide availability. Also in the case where the complexity of the process demand a multi-loop or 

multivariable control solution, a network based on PID control building blocks is often used. In control system, different tuning 

methods have been proposed for PID controllers. Our purpose in this study is comparison of these tuning methods for single 

input and single output (SISO) systems using computer simulation. An Integral of the absolute value of the errors has been used 

as the criterion for comparison. These tuning methods have been implemented for first order, second and third order systems 

with dead time and for two cases of set point tracking and load rejection. 
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II. MODEL OF BRUSHED DC MOTOR 

A conventional brushed DC Motor consist basically of two parts, the stationary body of the motor is known as  the Stator and the 

inner part which  is rotates and producing the movement called the Armature or“Rotor” for DC machines. A segmented copper 

sleeve, known as a commutator, resides on axle of a BDC motor. As the motor turns, carbon brushes (ride on the side of the 

commutator to provide supply voltage to the motor) little slide over the commutator, and coming in contact with different 

segments of the commutator. The segments which attached to different type of rotor windings, therefore, a dynamic magnetic 

field generated inside the motor when a voltage is applied across the brushes of the motor. Here given figure shows schematic 

diagram of Brushed DC motor. 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of a Brushed DC motor 

Since the brushes wear down and it is require replacement, brushless DC motors using power electronic devices have 

displaced brushed motors from many applications. In the above diagram to the right, it shows that commutator supplies electric 

current externally, also when electric current flows from the winding , magnetic field B producing  force F which in-turn 

produces the torque which turns the DC Motor.A brushed DC motors working on the Flemings left hand rule. It is state that 

.when electric current passing through the coil ina magnetic field the magnetic force produce a torque  which turns the armature 

of motor. 

 
Fig. 2: Elements of Simple Brushed DC motor 

III. MODELLING OF BRUSHED DC MOTOR 

A common actuator in control systems is the DC motor. Here given the modeling of armature voltage control of DC motor and 

field current is constant. It directly provides rotary motion and, coupled with wheels or drums and cables, can provide 

transitional motion. The electric circuit of the armature and the free body diagram of the rotor are shown in the following figure: 

 
Fig. 3: DC Motor Equivalent Circuit 
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Applying KVL to circuit,    

𝑣 = 𝑅𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝑎 ∗
𝑑𝑖𝑎

𝑑𝑡
+  𝐸      (1) 

Since, field current is constant and flux will be constant, 

Now, when armature is rotating an e.m.f   is Induce,                   
𝐸 =  𝜑 ∗  𝜔            (2) 

𝐸 = 𝐾𝑏 ∗  𝜔          (3) 

Here, w = angular velocity 

           Kb = back e.m.f constant 

Now, torque delivered by the motor will be the product of the armature current and flux, 

𝑇 𝛼 𝜑 ∗ 𝑖𝑎           (4) 

𝑇 =   𝐾 ∗ 𝑖𝑎              (5) 

Here, K is the motor torque constant  

The dynamic Torque equation with moment of inertia and co-efficient will be given as,  

𝑇 = 𝐽 ∗ 
𝑑2𝜃

𝑑𝑡2 +  𝐵 ∗  
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡
                    (6) 

Now, taking Laplace of equation no.(1) , (4) , (5) , (6)  

𝑉 (𝑠) −  𝐸 (𝑠) =  𝐼𝑎 (𝑠) ∗ (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑠 ∗ 𝐿𝑎)            (7) 

𝐸(𝑠) =  𝐾𝑏 ∗ 𝑠 ∗ 𝜃(𝑠)                   (8) 

𝑇(𝑠) = 𝐾 ∗ 𝐼𝑎(𝑠)                       (9) 

𝑇(𝑠) = (𝑠2 ∗ 𝐽 + 𝑠 ∗ 𝐵) ∗ 𝜃(𝑠)                (10) 

𝑇(𝑠) = (𝑠 ∗ 𝐽 + 𝐵)𝑠 ∗  𝜃(𝑠)                (11) 

Here, the transfer function from the input voltage, V (s), to the output angle, θ, directly follows: 
𝜃(𝑠)

𝑉(𝑠)
=

𝐾

(𝑅𝑎+𝑠∗𝐿𝑎)(𝐽∗𝑠+𝐵)𝑠+𝐾∗𝐾𝑏∗𝑠
               (12) 

As above given transfer function we can find the speed and position of motor. For the modeling of DC motor Its physical 

parameters are required.The modeling of motor is very important for the control of motor. 

IV. PID CONTROLLER 

PID controllers are designed from 1890. PID controllers were subsequently developed in automatic ship steering. One of the 

earliest examples of a PID type controller was developed by Elmer Sperry in 1911, when the first published theoretical analysis 

of a three term controller was by Russian American engineer Nicolas Minorsky, (Minorsky 1922). Minorsky was designing 

automatic steering systems for the US Navy, and based his analysis on observations of a helmsman, noting the helmsman 

controlled the ship based not only on the current error, and also on past error as well as the rate of change current; this was then 

made mathematical by Minorsky. His goal was the stability, not a general control, which was simplified the problem 

significantly. While proportional control provides stability against the small disturbances, it was insufficient for dealing with a 

steady state disturbance, notably a stiff gale (due to the droop), which was required adding the integral term. Finally, the 

derivative term was added for improve stability and control.PID Controllers improve steady state accuracy by decreasing the 

steady state errors. As the steady state accuracy improves, also improves the stability. They help in reducing the offsets produced 

in system. Maximum  an overshoot of the system can be controlled using PID controllers .They also help in reducing the noise 

signal produced in the systems Slow response of the over damped system can be made faster with the help of PID controllers. 

 Proportional Control: 

The Proportional control is denoted by the P-term in PID controller. It used when the controller action is to be proportional to the 

size of the process error signal e (t).  

The Time domain and Laplace domain representations for proportional control are given as: 

Time domain    Uc (t) = kp * e (t)                        (13) 

Laplace domain   Uc (s) = kp * E(s)                   (14) 

Where, proportional gain is denoted by kp. And given figure shows block diagrams of proportional control. 

 
Fig. 4: Block diagrams of proportional terms. 
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 Integral Control: 

The Integral control is denoted by the l-term in PID controller and is used when it is required that the controller correct for any 

steady offset from a constant reference signal value. Integral control overcomes the shortcoming of proportional control by 

eliminating offset without the use of excessively large controller gain.  

The Time and Laplace domain representations for integral control are given as 

Time domain        𝑢𝑐(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝑡) 𝑑(𝑡)                (15) 

Laplace domain   𝑈𝑐(𝑠) [
𝐾𝑖

𝑠
] 𝐸(𝑠)                   (16) 

Where, the integral controller term is denoted by Ki. The Time domain and Laplace domain block diagram is shown below. 

 
Fig. 5: Block diagram of Integral control 

 Derivative control 

If  the controller can use the rate of change of the error signal as an input, then this introducing  an element of prediction Into the 

control action. The Derivative control uses the rate of change of an error signal and is the D-term in PID controller.  

The lime and Laplace domain representations for derivative control are given as: 

Time domain     𝑢𝑐(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑑 ∗ [ 
𝑑𝑒

𝑑𝑡
 ]                  (17) 

Laplace domain  𝑈𝑐(𝑠) = [𝐾𝑑 ∗ 𝑠]𝐸(𝑠)               (18) 

Where the derivative control gain is denoted KD.  This particular form is termed pure derivative control, for which Ihe block 

diagram representations are shown in Figure. 

 
Fig. 6: Block diagram of Derivative control 

To use derivative controller more care is to be needed than when using proportional or an integral control. For example. In the 

most real time applications a pure derivative control term cannot be implemented due to possible measurement noise 

amplification and a modified term has to be used instead of it. However. Derivative control has useful to design features and is 

an essential element of some real-world control applications: (for example, tacho generator feedback in the d.c. motor control is a 

form of derivative control). 

 Proportional and Integral Controller: 

As the name suggests it is a combination of the proportional and an integral controller the output (it’s also called the actuating 

signal) is equal to the summation of proportional and integral of the error signal. Now let us analyze proportional and integral 

controller mathematically. As we know in a proportional and integral controller output is directly proportional to the summation 

of proportional of error and integration of the error signal, writing this mathematically we have,  

𝑈𝑐(𝑡) =  𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝐾𝑝 𝑒(𝑡)                    (19) 

Where Ki and kp proportional constant and integral constant respectively.  

 Proportional and Derivative Controller: 

As the name suggests it is a combination of proportional and a derivative controller the output (also called the actuating signal) is 

equals to the summation of proportional and derivative of the error signal. Now let us analyze proportional and derivative 

controller mathematically. As we [know in a proportional and derivative controller output is directly proportional to summation 

of proportional of error and differentiation of the error signal, writing this mathematically we have,  

𝑈𝑐(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑑
𝑑𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
+  𝐾𝑝 ∗ 𝑒(𝑡)                     (20) 

Where Kd and kp proportional constant and derivative constant respectively.  

 PID controller: 

The Three-term or PID controllers are probably the mostly used industrial controller. Even though complex industrial control 

systems may comprises a control network whose main control building block is a PID control module? The three-term PID 

controller has had a long history of use and which survived the changes of technology from the analogue era in to the digital 

computer control system age quite satisfactorily. It was the first (only) controller to be mass produced for the high-volume 

market that existed in the process industries. This control mode is combination of the Proportional, the Integral, and the 
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Derivative mode. This is most powerful but also complex controller mode. It provides accurate and stable control of the three 

controller modes. It is recommended in system where the load changes frequently. 

 
Fig. 7: Typical model of PID controller 

This type of neuro-controller is meaningful from a viewpoint of application because PID controllers are so widely used today. 

The equation of a PID controller is given by: 

𝑢 = 𝐾𝑝 ∗ 𝑒 + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑡 + 𝐾𝑑 ∗
𝑑𝑒

𝑑𝑡
                     (19) 

Where Kp is proportional, Ki is integral, and Kd is derivative gain of the controller. 

V. CONCLUSION 

According to this review paper we concluded that DC motor modeling is easier than other AC and  DC motors. The modeling of 

DC motor is most important for analysis of position and speed of motor. In any type of application the modeling of motor is 

necessary. According to research work, for tracking of output we have to use controller. For the steady state and transient 

analysis of any type of control system PID controller is more important and inexpensive. So, the PID controller is more useful 

and familiar controller in control system. 
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